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National Medal of Science Winners
Include Chemistry Principal Investigators
Linda Sapochak

U.S. President Barack Obama presents the National Medal of Science 
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Due to the-ever increasing competition for natural resources and a mandate from the America Competes 
Reauthorization Act of 2010, sustainable chemistry has become a funding priority in the Chemistry Division.  
In FY 2013, there were three major initiatives in sustainable chemistry.  
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e t
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Notable Funding Opportunities
Lin He & Jim Lisy
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Committee of Visitors – February, 2013
Carol A. Bessel

NSF r
and assur

elies on the objecti
e that w

vity of e

e the openness and f
e maintain high standar

xternal experts to assess 

and to ensur airness of the merit 
ds of merit review, w

In addition t

to e
er

v
e specificall

o assessing merit r

aluate the r
y ask

eview, the COV members 

ealignment that t
ed by the Division t

review system.  This group of e
ook place within the 

o discuss how 

on a triennial basis t
to as a Committee of Visit

o assess the quality and int
ors (C

xt
O

ernal r
V), typicall

eview
y con

ers, r
venes 

eferred 
r
Di
eport w

vision’s scientific pr
as presented t

ogr
o the A

ams in 2009.  The Committ
dvisory Committee for 

ee’s 

pr
Joseph F

oposal r
rancisco of Pur

eview.  On February 19-21, 2013, Pr
due University chaired the C

of
egrity of 
essor appr

Mathematical and Ph
oved it at its April meeting.  

ysical Sciences, which discussed and 

the Di
VA.  The Committ

vision of Chemistry at NSF Headquarters in Ar
O or The report was reviewed by MPS Assistant Director 

ee was composed of 26 members fr
lingt

V f
on, Fleming Crim and has been posted, along with Dr. Crim’s 

of all ar
the scientific community

eas of chemistry, all car
, representing a di

om response, at: 

organizations.  
eer stages, and constituent 

verse sampling http://www
http://www

.nsf.go

.nsf.go
v/mps/ad
v/mps/ad

visory/co
visory/co

v
v
.jsp

Letter_and_Response.pdf, respectively.  
docs/CHE_Co

, and
ver_

During the three da

r
with a r v

y visit, the COV members were pro esponses are at, 

ecommendations.  The
epresentati e set of pr

vided Annual r

y were able t
oposals, r

o see the detailed 
eviews and Program 

and/or on the Di
http://www.nsf.go

visional pages.
v/mps/advisory/cov.jsp, 

documentation and reasoning behind declinations and 

Officers must mak
awards, including se

e.  Within conflict-of-int
veral of the “hard calls” the Pr

erest guidelines, 
ogram 

the Committ
actions (a

er

the pr
w

ee members w e given access to all pr

evious thr
ards and declinations) made b

ears, starting with Fiscal Y
y the Di

ear 2010.  
vision in 

oposal 

ee y

Share a Project Outcome —
Submit a Highlight to NSF Today

The Division of Chemistry supports inno

str
in chemical sciences, int

ategic investment in de
egr

veloping a g
ated with education, thr

vative r
oug
esear

lobally engaged U
h 

ch We would like to submit as many of y

.S. 
as possible t
help.  Please consider submitting a Hig

o the SEE Innovation websit
hlig

e and need y
our Highlights 

our 

Communicating the v
chemistry workforce r

alue and articulating the impact 
eflecting the diversity of America. current or recent Division of Chemistry support

ht about y

Of particular interest are the notable outcomes and 
ed pr

our 
oject. 

21st century r
addr
and importance of chemistry as an essential science f

essing important questions and challenges facing the 
or accomplishments of the pr

oject personnel, outr
oject, including those related to 

ely on our community of Principal In
emains an important priority of the Di

vestig ors 
educational ad
pr

vances dir
each acti

We r at
vision. ectly support

vities, and scientific and 
ed by the project.

t
funded r
o submit “hig

esearch and education acti
hlights” that describe out

vities. These “hig
comes of NSF

hlig
-

hts” details f
See the Chemistry websit

provide at-a-glance snapshots of the Division’s in estments, 
or submitting a Hig

e f
hlig
or a t

v
ht: 

emplate and additional 

are shared through various media, and serve multiple Hig
http://www

hlightWebpages/hig
.nsf.gov/mps/che/Hig

hlights.jsp
hlights/

purposes f
pr
be

ogr
yond the fr

ess in ad
or informing Foundation stakeholders about our 

new portal is the Science, Engineering & E
ontiers of curr
vancing discov

ent kno
ery, inno

wledge.  One popular 
vation, and education 

Inno
funded pr

vation w
ojects b

ebsite, which features outcomes of NSF
ducation (SEE) 

-

scientific theme:
y state, region, Congressional district, and 

www.research.gov/seeinnovation 

www.research.gov/seeinnovation
http://www.nsf.gov/mps/advisory/cov.jsp
http://www.nsf.gov/mps/advisory/covdocs/CHE_Cover_Letter_and_Response.pdf
http://www.nsf.gov/mps/advisory/covdocs/CHE_Cover_Letter_and_Response.pdf
http://www.nsf.gov/mps/advisory/cov.jsp
http://www.nsf.gov/mps/che/Highlights/HighlightWebpages/highlights.jsp
http://www.nsf.gov/mps/che/Highlights/HighlightWebpages/highlights.jsp


(NRF) of K
On March 19, 2013, the National Research Foundation 

the Division of Chemistry at the National Science F
orea signed a Memorandum of Understanding with 

oundation 

Pr
to join the Int

Science, and Dr
ogram. Dr. Dong-Ho Kim, Dir

ernational Collabor
ect

ation in Chemistry (IC
or of the Division of Natur

C) 

. Tanja Pietraß, Acting Division Director in 
al 

Chemistry
respecti

, signed the MOU on behalf of the NRF and NSF, 

Fleming Crim, Associat
Ph

vely. Attending the signing cer
e Dir

emony were Dr. 

ysical Sciences Directorat
ect
e; Dr

or f
. William Chang, Pr

or the Mathematical and 
ogram 

R
Dir

osenzw
ector in the Di

eig and James Lis
vision of Int

y, IC
ernational Pr

C Program Dir
ogr

ect
ams; and Zee

ors. 
v 

agencies in A
The NRF joins eight other international partnering 

Russia, and Tai
ustria, Br

wan, in the IC
azil, Fr

C Pr
ance, Isr

ogram f
ael, Japan, Lux

or 2013. (Pr
embour
oposals 

g, 

f
the Chemistry unsolicit
or collaboration with German

ed proposal submission windo
y must be submitted during 

the IC
enhance opportunities f

C Solicitation for details.) This NSF program seek
w; see 

or collaborative activities betw
s t
een 

o 

U
accept collabor

.S. and foreign in
ativ

v
e r
estig

esear
ators. The Di

ch proposals in basic r
vision of Chemistry will 

esearch 

8

International Collaboration in Chemistry Program Update
Jim Lisy

in chemistry
collabor

, written in English, which establish bilateral 

fr
ma

om the countries list
ations between US in

ed abov
v
e. US Principal In
estigators and inv

v
estig
estig

at
at

ors 
ors 

of Chemistry but not both. The IC
y submit an ICC or an unsolicit

C pr
ed pr

ogr
oposal t

am will not 
o the Division 

accept pr
in
pr

v

CHE a
oposal is submitt
estigat

oposals fr
or awards fr

om US PIs w
om the Di

ho alr
vision unless their IC

eady have individual 
C 

to add an int
wardees ma

e
ernational collabor

y submit a supplemental funding r
ed in lieu of a renewal proposal. C

equest 
urrent 

xisting awards.  Information on the pr
ation component t

on the NSF website in document,  NSF 12-562:
ogram can be f

o their 
ound

http://www
jsp?org=NSF&ods_k

.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.
ey=nsf12562

For updat
http://www

es, check the Di
.nsf.gov/di

vision w
v/inde

ebsit
x.jsp?di

e:
v=CHE. 

F
Back R

ront R
o
o
w (L-R): 
w (L-R): 

Photo: Jong Deok Kim

Tanja Pietraß, Dr. Dong-Ho Kim.
James Lisy, William Chang, Fleming Crim, Zeev Rosenzweig.

http://www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp?org=NSF&ods_key=nsf12562
http://www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp?org=NSF&ods_key=nsf12562
http://www.nsf.gov/div/index.jsp?div=CHE.
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The NSF P
National Science F

olicy Office maintains an o
oundation on their w

verview of policy and guidance f
ebsite at: http://www.nsf.go

or the programs of the

Proposers should be a

• New NSF Proposal & A

ware of the follo

ward Policies and Pr

wing recent NSF policy updat

ocedures Guide (PAPPG), Eff

es:

v/bfa/dias/policy/index.jsp

  
On or Aft
The PAPP

er January 14, 2013
G provides guidance on the preparation and submission of proposals t

ective f

o NSF along wit

or Proposals Submitt

h guidanc

ed or Due 

e 
on managing and monitoring the award and administration of grants and cooperative agreements made by 
the Foundation. Significant changes have been made to the PAPPG to implement revised merit review criteria 
aff

http://www

ecting the pr

.nsf.go

oject summar

v/pubs/2013/nsf13004/nsf13004.jsp?or

y and project description sections of proposals along with the annual and final 
reports for awarded proposals.

g=NSF

•  NSF Notice of Int

This import
Conditions t

ant notic
o Ensur

ent t

Recovery and Reinve

e Pr
e applie

o R
oject Completion b
evise American R

s to all NSF grant

eco
y Sept

ee

very and R

s wit
ember 30, 2013

h activ

ein

e aw

vestment A

ards that w

ct (ARRA) A

ere issued pursuant t

ward Gener

o t

al T

he A

erms and 

http://www.nsf.gov/r

merican 
stment A

ecovery/acceler
ct of 2009.

Note:
ation.pdf

http://www
  Please see the updat

.nsf.gov/pubs/policy
ed ARRA A

docs/arr
cceleration F

a/faqs_pi.jsp?or
requently  Ask

g=NSF
ed Questions document for all ARRA-funded projects: 

•  A r
The REU solicit

evised version of the R
ation was r

esear
evised t

ch Experiences f
o c

or Undergraduates (REU) solicitation w

http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5517

larify the treatment of indirect costs in proposals f
as r

or REU Sites and REU 
requests for supplemental funding.

ecently issued, NSF 13-542.  

•  Important Inf
See full article in t

ormation R
his newslett

egarding A
er for mor

utomat
e det

ed C
ails on pag
ompliance C

e 9
hecking of FastLane Proposals beginning March 18, 2013

Important NSF Policy Updates

Virtual Panels at NSF Division of Chemistry

The Directorate for Mathematical and Physical Sciences 

Margar

(MPS) 

et Anne-

review panels, Committee of Visitors meetings, Advisory Committ
has 

W

implement

ampamba

ee meetings, sit
ed 

e visits, and t
the use of virtual 

elewor
collabor

k.  Virtual 
ation 

collabor
to facilitate 

allows for broadening participation 
ation 

pr
(CHE) 

oviding video str
is fully on boar

eams and document sharing.  It uses standar
d with this process. 

and reduced cost
 WebEx has 

, w
been 
hile easing the need f

the pr
d t

ef
elephone services t

erred tool 
or conf

for conducting 
erence room space.  The Di

o carry audio at hig
virtual panels. 

h quality
 
vision of Chemistry 
It is eas

.  
y to use by 

P

R

articipant surv

elated links:  

eys have revealed overwhelmingly positive responses to virtual meetings at NSF. 

FY2014 NSF Budget Request to Congress – Merit Review Process Improvements

NSF Merit Review Website

http://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/index.jsp
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2013/nsf13004/nsf13004.jsp?org=NSF
http://www.nsf.gov/recovery/acceleration.pdf
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/arra/faqs_pi.jsp?org=NSF
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5517
http://www.nsf.gov/about/budget/fy2014/pdf/43_fy2014.pdf
http://www.nsf.gov/eng/iip/sbir/virtual_panelist.jsp
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sections of full pr

March 18, 2013
oposals. 

, the NSF enhanced the F

sections is no
The sections of full pr

w being check
oposals r
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y

equir
e that Pr

astLane S omat

ed by the Gr
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oposals w
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e not be aff

ed compliance checking f
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or all required 
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ant Pr
astLane at the time of pr

oposal Guide (GPG) ar
er

oposal submission.
e listed below; inclusion of these 

y this system enhancement. 

F
requir

astLane check
ements (with the e

s whether a r
xception of the Pr

equired document is included; it will 
oject Summary, for which the page length is check

not check formatting, page length, or cont
ed).

ent 

Pr
solicitations ma

oposal submission instructions f
y deviate from the GPG instructions f

or conference, symposia or w
or standar

orkshops; international travel grants; or program 

section, stating “Not Applicable.
instructions do not require one of the abo

” If this step is omitt
ve sections, pr

ed, F
oposers should insert t

d unsolicited proposals. When submission 

astLane will not accept y
ext or upload a document in that 

our proposal.

PI’s will r
proposal t
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o their Sponsor

ve a warning message if an
oject Office (SPO). Ho

y of the required sections is missing, but will still be able t

equired sections ar
ed Pr

e missing.  The SPO remains r
wever, the F

esponsible f
astLane s em will pr

equir
or assuring all other pr

yst event submission t
o forward the 

r ements are met per the GPG.
oposal compliance 

o NSF by 

Lastl
sections or include a document stating that the section is “Not Applicable”

y, this also applies to proposals being submitted through Grants.gov. Pr
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oposals must include all GPG-required 

F
FA

or additional inf
Qs on Automat

ormation, please see:
ed Compliance Checking of Required Proposal Sections

NSF Automated Compliance Checking
C. Michelle Jenkins

•  Project Summary •  Biographical Sketch(es) •  Current and Pending Support

•  Project Description •  Budget •  Facilities, Equipment and Other Resources

•  Reference Cited •  Budget Justification •  Data Management Plan (if applicable)

Grants.gov
http://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/autocheck/faqs_march13.pdf
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Workshop Update

The Chemical C

Catal

atal

ytic Chemistry W

ogram sponsored the 

orkshop: Defin

July 26-27, 2011 at Den
ysis Pr

ver, C

July 26-27, 2011 Den

O (CHE - 1125137). The w
Catalytic Chemistry 

ing Critical Dir

W

ections for the Future”
ver, C

or
or

O
k
k
shop: 
shop r

Defining 
eport can be f

Critical 
ound at:

Directions for the Future” 

Strengthening F

http://www

orensic S

.seas.har

cienc

vard.edu/fr

“

iend/directory/CatReport-10-03-2012.pdf

Connections 
The Chemical 

with the Anal
Measur

ytical 
ement and Imaging 

Sciences” Dec. 3-4 2012. 
Progr

e thr

am 

oug

sponsor

h Connections with the Anal
December 3 – 4, 2012 

 The
ed a workshop on “Strengthening F

ytical S

or

cienc

ensic Science thr

es

 workshop w
ough 

Sciences 
and engaged 

(SBE), 
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and Education 
from the 

& Human 
Director

R
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esour

es for 
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(EHR), as well 

and 
as 
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y
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g
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e. 
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or

ed 
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C report urging 
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Secret Service 
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v
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U.S. 
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Priority 
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of state-of-the-ar
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ed b
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y the r
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EPR and carrier mobility in semiconduct
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or
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 nanoparticles. 
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techniques. The 
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participants called for 

7, 20
The 
13 in Indianapolis, 
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IN. 
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The w
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ork
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the 
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k
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of Princeton and 
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o of UC Irvine, and 
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with the NSF 
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xpensi
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alysis: Opportunities and Impacts” during t

ducation f

This w kshop will also 
Metal C

Science, 

at

and 
Engineering 

emerging leaders 
and E

to discuss 
or 

the 
Sustainability 

oppor
or

he F

tunities 

all ACS National Meeting in Indianapolis (Sept

(SEES) initiative.  The workshop will bring together a diverse 

ve alternatives to precious metal catalysts. 
and 

be c
difficulties 

oupled wit
in 
h a one-day 

seeking abundant
symposium 

, relati
entit

vel
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y non-t
“Non-Pr

. 8-12, 2013)

oxic, and 

.
ecious 

Molecular Design
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The Di

ers 
vision of Chemistry 

in W
sponsored a workshop on Molecula

June 27 – 28, 2013
r Design, on June 27-28, 2013 at the American Chemical Society 

Uni
A particular 

versity, the 
focus 

wor
ashingt
kshop aimed 
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t
.  Or
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b
r
y Paul Anastas, 
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equir

oach 
ed 

that 
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Dir
and 
ector of the Center for Green Chemistry and Gr

includes first-principles 
interdisciplinary 
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collaborations 

and 
to 
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innovate 

een Engineering at 
safer 

Yale 

design of safer chemicals. The workshop included representatives from chemistry, chemical and environmental engineering, t
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ation 

design. 
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public health, environmental health sciences, and 
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public policy
ed to a peer-r

.  The final 
eview

report r
, 

ed journal.
, once eviewed and approved by all participan

oxicology
ts, will 

http://www.seas.harvard.edu/friend/directory/CatReport-10-03-2012.pdf
http://www.nsf.gov/mps/che/c_newsletters_and_workshops.jsp
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp%3Fpims_id%3D504707
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Upcoming Proposal Deadlines

Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) Sites
Full Proposal for MPS Directorate: July 24, 2013 Full Proposal:  August 28, 2013
NSF 11-690 NSF 13-542

Each disciplinary program within the Division of Chemistry has a single annual submission window for unsolicited 
proposals.  Proposals responding to funding opportunities without specific deadlines (e.g., Research in Undergraduate 
Institutions (RUI; NSF 00-144) and Grant Opportunities for Academic Liaison with Industry (GOALI; NSF 12-513)) should 
be submitted during the submission windows listed below.

Principal In
• Chemical Catal

vestigators 
ysis – CA

(PIs) ma
T
y submit to the following programs annually between September 1st and September 30th:

• Chemical Structure, Dynamics and Mechanisms - CSDM

• Chemical Theory, Models and Computational Methods - CTMC

• Chemical Synthesis - SYN

Proposals ma
• Chemical Measur

y be submitt
ement and Imaging - CMI

ed to the following programs annually between October 1st and October 31st:

• Chemistry of Life Processes - CLP

• Environmental Chemical Sciences - ECS

• Macromolecular, Supramolecular and Nanochemistry - MSN

Pr
for Chemical Inno

ograms that specify a submission dat
vation) are not affected b

e in a solicitation (including Int
y this submission requirement

ernational Collabor
. PIs should visit the Chemistry w

ation in Chemistry and Cent
ebsite (at 

ers 

http://www.nsf.gov/div/index.jsp?div=CHE) for relevant deadlines.  

that if the last day of a submission window falls on a weekend or official Federal government holiday, the deadline NO
is e

TE: 
xtended to the following business day.  

See the NSF Active Funding Opportunities webpage at http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_list.jsp?org=NSF&ord=date 
for a sortable listing of all NSF Funding Opportunities.

Newsletter Production
Tanja Pietrass, MPS/CHE

Matthew Pepper, DAS/IDB 

All deadlines are 5 p.m., submitter’s local time, unless otherwise noted

C. Renee Wilkerson, NSF/CHE

https://www.nsf.gov/publications/pub_summ.jsp%3Forg%3DNSF%26ods_key%3Dnsf11690
https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp%3Fpims_id%3D5517%26from%3Dfund
http://www.nsf.gov/div/index.jsp?div=CHE 
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_list.jsp?org=NSF&ord=date


About The Challenge

Some of science’s most powerful statements are not made in words. From 
DaVinci’s Vitruvian Man to Rosalind Franklin’s X-rays, science visualization has 
a long and literally illustrious history. To illustrate is to enlighten! Illustrations 
provide the most immediate and influential connection between scientists and 
other citizens, and the best hope for nurturing popular interest. They are a 

necessity for public understanding of research developments.

The National Science Foundation (NSF) and the journal Science created the 
International Science & Engineering Visualization Challenge to celebrate the 
grand tradition of science visualization and to encourage its continued growth. 
The spirit of the competition is to communicate science, engineering and 

technology for education and journalistic purposes.

Judges appointed by NSF and Science will select winners in five categories: 
Photography, Illustration, Posters & Graphics, Games & Apps, and Video. The 
winning entries will appear in a special section of Science (with one entry 
chosen for the front cover) and be hosted at ScienceMag.org and NSF.gov. In 
addition, each winner will receive a one-year online subscription to Science and 

a certificate of appreciation.

We urge you and your colleagues to enter the competition now, which closes 
on September 30, 2013. If you have questions, please contact scivis@nsf.gov.

http://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/scivis/challenge.jsp
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ScienceMag.org
NSF.gov
mailto:scivis@nsf.gov
http://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/scivis/challenge.jsp



